TOTALLY NEW. TOTALLY STACKED.

Discover the all-new JLG® rough terrain scissor line.

RT ENGINE POWERED

- DRIVE AT FULL HEIGHT
  All rough terrain models can be driven FULLY ELEVATED for more efficiency.

- GET CLOSER TO THE WORK
  2280 PLATFORM OFFSET minimizes the distance you have to reach.

- CARRY MORE PEOPLE & MATERIALS
  28%
  more working area and class-leading platform capacity help you be more productive.

- WORK ON SIDE SLOPES*
  Quick Level Advanced automatically levels the machine on SLOPES UP TO 4.5°, while still allowing you to drive at full height under certain conditions.

- PROTECT SENSITIVE FLOORING**
  CleanGuard™ PTO box containment ELIMINATES THE RISK OF LEAKS.

- EXPERIENCE MORE INTUITIVE CONTROLS
  The industry’s first CONTROL BOX WITH AN LCD DISPLAY, plus a USB charger and phone holster, help you work smarter.

- REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS
  85%
  parts commonality across the line means you can stock fewer parts and simplify service.

- NAVIGATE TIGHT SPACES
  EASY-FOLD RAILS can be collapsed in three minutes or less.

- UNDERSTAND OPERATING CONDITIONS
  LiftSense®, a standard, JLG-exclusive feature, shows you the max height you can achieve BEFORE YOU ELEVATE based on side-to-side tilt, front-to-back tilt and weight in the platform.

- ADD OPTIONS FOR MORE PRODUCTIVITY
  Options like PIPE RACKS AND LEVELING JACKS help you get more from your scissor lift.

ER T ELECTRIC POWERED

EIGHT MODELS WITH UNLIMITED POTENTIAL

New RT and ERT models will be available in 26-, 33-, 40- and 47-ft working heights.

See them all at jlg.com/stacked

*RT option only. * *ERT option only.